
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Temperament and habit ________________ the matter.1. (decide)should decide

A young lady ____________________ her gentlemen friends to address
her by her home name, and the reverse is true.
2.

(not/permit)
should not permit

But ______________________ to escape?3. (why/you/wish/?)why should you wish

It is altogether fitting and proper that we ____________ this.4. (do)should do

If a thing is wrong for us, we ___________________ upon the thought of it;
or we shall soon dwell upon it with inverted pleasure.
5.

(not/dwell)
should not dwell

We __________________ them if they were not there.6. (not/miss)should not miss

I heard him say this long after, and I have often since thought if all lads
were to try to do their best, and trust in Providence, we _________________
of so many as we do getting into poverty and disgrace.

7.

(not/hear)
shouldn't hear

I ______________ to stay here all summer.8. (like)should like

The old man had never spoken to me once: and before we got there I had
begun to hope we _________________ the fellow after all.
9.

(not/find)shouldn't find

You _________________ so hard, Robert-you shouldn't!10. (not/work)shouldn't work

____________________ as she had come?11. (she/return/?)Should she return

I _____________ we do need you.12. (say)should say

The sentry thinking it remarkable the sleeper ____________________,
thereupon drew near; and the next moment, with a great shout, informed the
camp their prisoner was escaped.

13.

(not/awaken)

should not awaken

I _________________ what to do with it.14. (not/know)shouldn't know

On reflection, he __________________ a chaperon.15. (not/need)should not need

I ___________________ I thought I knew.16. (past/say)should have said
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I ____________ a strange creature if I didn't.17. (be)should be

Each rank ______________ about ten bags.18. (have)should have

Anyhow, I _______________ it so.19. (think)should think

The florid ___________________ the florid, but those who are dark, in
proportion as they themselves are light.
20.

(not/marry)
should not marry
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